When designing a type system, we may want to mechanically check the design to guide its further development. We describe algorithms that perform symbolic reasoning about executable models of type systems. The algorithms support three queries. First, they check type soundness and synthesize a counterexample program if such a soundness bug is found. Second, they compare two versions of a type system, synthesizing a program accepted by one but rejected by the other. Third, they minimize the size of synthesized counterexample programs.
INTRODUCTION
Today's type system designers strive to develop typecheckers that balance expressiveness and convenience with powerful static guarantees. This has led to a variety of innovations, such as polymorphism, path-dependent types, and ownership types. On their own, these features promise programmers strong static guarantees on their programs. Unfortunately, combining such features often creates intricate soundness bugs, some of which have gone unnoticed for many years. For example, soundness bugs were caused by the confluence of assignment and polymorphism in ML [Tofte 1990b; Wright and Felleisen 1994] , and of path-dependent types and nullable values in Scala [Amin and Tate 2016a] . Fig. 1 . Searching for a counterexample using various combinations of goal-directed search and forward execution. For example, the type fuzzer composes type judgments in order to generate a random type-safe program P. It then executes P forward on the interpreter, hoping that P will fail.
To automate checking of type systems, we present a set of symbolic algorithms that aid type system designers in reasoning about executable language models. Using bounded program synthesis techniques, we demonstrate how users can compute answers to queries such as these:
• Soundness. If the type system is not sound, synthesize a counterexample, that is, a program that passes the typechecker but fails in the interpreter.
• Comparison. Given two versions of a typechecker, synthesize a program accepted by one version but rejected by the other, elucidating the impact of changes to a type system. • Minimization. For either of these queries, produce the smallest possible counterexample. Successfully answering these queries requires us to efficiently explore the extremely large space of candidate programs that are sufficiently complex to demonstrate a harmful interaction. Fuzzers, which are commonly used to answer the first query, search these large spaces by avoiding programs that would be rejected somewhere along the parser-typechecker-interpreter pipeline (see Figure 1 ). Early fuzzers explored the space of all programs, some of which may have failed in the parser [Zeller 1999 ]. More recent łsyntax fuzzers, ž such as Redex [Klein et al. 2012a ], generate only syntactically correct programs, thus shrinking the candidate space. Further advancements allow us to generate only type-safe programs [Dewey et al. 2014 [Dewey et al. , 2015 Fetscher et al. 2015; Roberson and Boyapati 2010] . These łtype fuzzersž use constraint solvers to search for a typesafe program in a goal-directed fashion; only the interpreter is executed forward. However, even among type-safe programs, counterexamples are scarce. The natural next step, then, is to reason about the entire pipeline in a goal-directed fashion so that the constraint solver can directly construct a counterexample by reasoning backwards from possible failure points in the interpreter. We develop such a goal-directed algorithm by symbolically compiling the entire parser-typechecker-interpreter pipeline into a single logical formula. This reduction also lets us answer the other preceding queries by modifying the formula's structure.
Our contributions are:
• The Bonsai tree (Sections 2 and 3): We describe Bonsai trees, a symbolic representation of a bounded space of input programs and tree-shaped program states. Bonsai trees enable the symbolic evaluation of language models into logical formulas. Symbolic evaluation can be performed on standard trees, of course, but Bonsai-powered symbolic evaluation is more efficient and more effective, generating formulas that are smaller and easier to solve. Bonsai trees reduce formula sizes by encoding syntactic information in logical constraints rather than in the shape of the data structure. We demonstrate several interesting properties of Bonsai trees (Sections 3 and 4). First, Bonsai trees make it easier to avoid symbolically evaluating the parser-typechecker-interpreter pipeline as a monolithic composition of the three components. Instead, we evaluate them separately, producing three simpler formulas that in turn represent: (1) syntactically correct programs, (2) programs that pass the typechecker despite being syntactically incorrect, and (3) programs that succeed (or fail) in the interpreter even though they may be syntactically incorrect or not typesafe. These three sets, illustrated in Figure 2 , are then intersected by conjuncting the formulas to obtain the set of counterexamples. Second, depending on the sets we intersect, we can formulate other queries. For example, the synthesis of correct programs that the typechecker rejects is also shown in Figure 3 . The Compare query is formed analogously (see the bullet łCase studiesž below for more details). The Minimize query simply adds the requirement that the solver must return a solution that minimizes some user-supplied metric, such as tree size. Third, Bonsai trees can be added to standard symbolic evaluators. In particular, we formalize the symbolic evaluation of Bonsai trees on a small core language (Section 3) and describe how we added this functional core language to Rosette [Torlak and Bodik 2014] , a symbolic evaluator for a subset of Racket with assignments, objects, and other features (Section 4). This integration of Bonsai symbolic evaluation into Rosette is at the heart of the Bonsai tool.
• Case studies (Section 5): We study a variety of type systems with Bonsai, gauging its utility during a type system design. We perform three case studies, with Featherweight Java [Igarashi et al. 1999 ], Ownership Java [Boyapati et al. 2003 ], and DOT, the dependently typed model of Scala . We first examine how counterexamples can clearly explain soundness bugs. We demonstrate that by understanding how a counterexample fails in the interpreter, in our case by examining a stack trace of a program crash, we can better understand the cause of a soundness bug. Second, we investigate the language specification patterns that are friendly to symbolic evaluation. Interestingly, we find that Bonsai trees can be efficiently used to represent not only ASTs, but also other auxiliary data structures, such as environments and class tables. Third, we experiment with the Compare query: we ask Bonsai to explain a static type rule that appeared to us unnecessary (subsumed by other checks) or unnecessarily restrictive (rejecting correct programs). We removed the rule, creating a more permissive version of the type system, and asked Bonsai łIs there a program (i) rejected by the old type system, (ii) accepted by the new type system, and (iii) that nevertheless runs without error?ž Bonsai synthesized such a program, suggesting that it may be useful to design a less restrictive type system. Finally, we use the DOT model to stress Bonsai's expressiveness. DOT is a rich calculus with dependent types, function types, records, intersection types, and recursive types. We find
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Kartik Chandra and Rastislav Bodik DOT easy to reformulate to Bonsai patterns. We were able to express all features of DOT except for recursive types: early on, we decided to use call-by-value semantics, only to realize later that DOT's definition of recursive types is compatible only with call-by-name semantics. Overall, implementing DOT features did not hamper symbolic evaluation. In fact, in minutes, we synthesized on DOT a counterexample for the Scala soundness error SI-9633 [Amin and Tate 2016a ].
• Performance evaluation (Section 6): First, in under an hour, we synthesized a counterexample for the language with assignments and polymorphic references [Tofte 1990a ], which had been inaccessible to automatic tools [Fetscher et al. 2015] . Second, we showed that Bonsai trees allow exploration of vastly larger spaces than standard symbolic trees. In our experiments with lambda calculus, Bonsai explored 10 50 vs. 10 25 candidate programs in 20 seconds. Third, on a subset of Redex benchmarks, Bonsai was about 600-times faster than a syntactic fuzzer and 12-times faster than a type fuzzer. We also fiound Bonsai superior in the size of counterexamples, synthesizing counterexamples about 10-times smaller, on average, than the type fuzzer.
Implementations of many of the case studies and evaluations can be found at https://bitbucket.org/ bonsai-checker/. Overall, we believe that Bonsai complements the theorem-prover-based mechanization of a soundness proof, especially during design space exploration. Bonsai's strengths include automation and supporting queries that go beyond soundness checking. Among its weaknesses is the inability to guarantee the absence of bugs. This limitation is offset by Bonsai's efficiency: we observe that during an overnight run, it exhaustively explored candidates 2-to 4-times larger than the counterexamples constructed by human experts (Table 3) , providing a safety margin. Its relationship with other tools is described in Section 7.
SYMBOLIC COMPILATION OF INTERPRETERS
This section describes the challenges of symbolically compiling interpreters, which arise because inputs to interpreter programs are themselves programs, typically in AST form. We present background information on symbolic compilation and discuss how the choice of AST representation affects both compilation efficiency and the size of the resulting logical formula.
Symbolic compilation. We define the symbolic evaluation of a program P given a desired output value y 0 as the computation of an input value x 0 such that P(x 0 ) evaluates to y 0 . Naturally, no such x 0 may exist. Further, y 0 may be used to model a particular kind of program failure. In this paper, we perform symbolic evaluation by symbolic compilation of P to a logical formula ϕ(x, y), which gives the relation over P's inputs and outputs, followed by solving for the model of the formula ϕ(x, y) ∧ (y = y 0 ). If a model exists, it gives the input x 0 .
Language specification. Symbolic compilation is influenced by the structure of (i) compiled programs and (ii) inputs to those programs. In our case, these are interpreters and ASTs, respectively. Together, they define the semantics of the language that we want to check. Ideally, they are tailored to the needs of the language designer rather than to the peculiarities of the symbolic compiler. In particular, we assume that the interpreter code is concrete in that it assumes that its input is a single concrete AST, even though the symbolic compiler will execute the interpreter simultaneously on a set of concrete ASTs. We perform symbolic compilation on such concrete interpreters.
We assume that the interpreter consists of a typechecker and an evaluator. We model both as AST-manipulating programs because they transform an AST in one grammar to an AST in a potentially different grammar. We refer to typecheckers and evaluators henceforth as programs, and we may occasionally refer to ASTs simply as trees. The language specified by the interpreter is the source language; the language in which the interpreter is implemented is the implementation language; the language of logical formulas produced by the symbolic language is the target language.
Concrete ASTs. In this background section, we assume that the interpreter uses the standard representation of ASTs where nodes are labeled with grammar symbols and a node's children correspond to a grammar rule. We assume that nodes are implemented with records. As an example of the source language, consider the lambda calculus with the grammar e ::= v | λv.e | e e, where v ranges over variable names. The AST for the term λy.x, shown as one of the three concrete ASTs in Figure 3 , is constructed with the implementation code abs(id("y"),id("x")), which invokes record constructors abs and id. Note that grammar rules are enforced in the AST through type signatures of records. For example, the AST for the grammatically invalid term λ(y x).x cannot be constructed because the implementation code abs(app(id("y"),id("x")),id("x")) is not well-typed (the first parameter to abs must be an id node instead of the app node).
Because each AST node corresponds to one grammar rule, we refer to this standard AST representation as the syntactic AST. As will be explained in the next section, bonsai trees are not syntactic. It is not possible to examine a single bonsai node and determine the grammar rule that generated it; as a result, grammar rules are enforced with non-local checks.
Concrete programs. A typical program processes a concrete tree recursively, branching based on pattern matching the AST node type. We show below the evaluator for the lambda calculus. Note that eval returns the AST node type cl that represents a closure, which is not in the grammar of the input AST.
def eval(t, e) = match t on app f a for match eval(f, e) on cl b n e ′ for eval(b, extend(e ′ , n, eval(a, e))) end abs n b for cl b n e id n for lookup(e, n) end Symbolic ASTs. This paper considers symbolic compilation that is bounded in the number of input ASTs. The resulting formula captures the behavior of the interpreter on a bounded set A of concrete ASTs as opposed to behaviors of all possible ASTs. A symbolic AST is an object that represents the set A and serves as input to the compiled program during symbolic compilation.
To distinguish the concrete ASTs in A, we index them with tree selectors, a set of dedicated symbolic constants. Each assignment of concrete values to tree selectors selects a concrete tree. Mathematically, the symbolic AST is a map from the set of such assignments to the set of concrete ASTs. In the implementation, the symbolic AST is specified with a program in the implementation language parameterized by tree selector constants. The recursive tree generator defined below is one such program: each assignment to tree selectors c and n produces a syntactically valid concrete tree. As shown, the generator defines an unbounded set of ASTs. The recursion of this generator is bounded during symbolic compilation to produce the bounded set A.
def e() = let c = symbolic({App, Abs, Id}) # a fresh symb. constant ranging over {App, Abs, Id} in case c in App : app(e(), e()) Abs : abs(var(), e()) Id : var() end end def var() = let n = symbolic({"x", "y"}) in id( n) end
The evaluation of this generator program is a data structure that selects an AST from A using join operators. Arguments of a join are guarded with symbolic predicates, i.e., predicates over tree selectors. These mutually exclusive guards determine which argument is selected. Figure 3 shows a symbolic AST of three concrete ASTs. The join operator is denoted {ϕ 1 → x, ϕ 2 → λy.x, ϕ 3 → (x y)}. If the symbolic tree were produced by the generator introduced above, then the guard ϕ 1 would be c 1 = Id ∧ n 1 = "x". Symbolic ASTs can include smaller symbolic AST representations as subtrees, which leads to the nesting of join operators. Merging symbolic values. To translate an interpreter P into a logical formula ϕ(x, y), the symbolic compiler first produces the symbolic return value of P, which is an expression over the symbolic inputs to P. When the input to P is a symbolic AST, then the symbolic inputs are the tree selectors.
Because the compiler performs what Clarke and Richardson [1985] call global symbolic evaluation, i.e., it constructs symbolic values for all concrete trees in A, we must decide how to organize these alternative symbolic values. One extreme design is to keep the symbolic values separate, forming a symbolic execution tree [King 1976 ]. The other extreme is to insert join operators whenever symbolic values merge, for example, as in Gated SSA form [Alpern et al. 1988] .
There are tradeoffs between the two extremes. Keeping paths separate preserves path-specific program properties, such as constant values of variables, which can in turn enhance the effectiveness of partial evaluation. Furthermore, path-specific facts can prove some execution paths to be infeasible. When these proofs are accomplished during symbolic evaluation, as opposed to in the solver, we reduce the size of the symbolic value and increase the speed of symbolic compilation. Unfortunately, these benefits come at the expense of path explosion.
In this paper, we follow the tradition of preserving path-specific properties while reducing the necessary path explosion [Ball and Rajamani 2000; Das et al. 2002; Flanagan and Saxe 2001b; Holley and Rosen 1980; Steffen 1996] . Specifically, we peek into the arguments of join operators when pattern matching on a symbolic value. We process those arguments individually, effectively distributing pattern matching across the join. Such deconstruction of joins has been used, for example, in [Das et al. 2002; Torlak and Bodík 2014] .
To illustrate the benefits of peeking into joins, we first rely on an example that is not tree based:
The symbolic return value of P is {x > 5 → "big", ¬(x > 5) → "small"}. This symbolic value joins two string constants under symbolic path conditions. Next, consider the symbolic value of strLen(P(x)). The symbolic value starts as strLen({x > 5 → "big", ¬(x > 5) → "small"}), but, after distributing strLen across the join, we get {x > 5 → strLen("big"), ¬(x > 5) → strLen("small")}), which simplifies to the smaller symbolic value {x > 5 → 3, ¬(x > 5) → 5}. This simplification was made possible by deconstructing the join rather than treating it as an opaque symbolic value.
Merging symbolic trees. In interpreters, the merging of symbolic trees occurs, for example, at the end of match expressions, whose case alternatives can produce different symbolic ASTs that must be merged.
Merging symbolic ASTs is inefficient because the join operator may double in size, as measured by the number of its arguments. Figure 4 (left) shows that a join must preserve children from both merged trees. Consequently, the number of children with the same label, say app, may increase after the merge. This property affects pattern matching efficiency on the symbolic tree. Pattern matching on symbolic trees. When pattern matching on a symbolic tree, the symbolic compiler must execute each alternative case. Furthermore, as Figure 4 (right) shows, each case may need to be executed multiple times, reducing compilation efficiency. This occurs because the match operator may find in a join multiple children that match a given pattern. In the figure, we match the pattern λv.e and find two subtrees matching this pattern. These trees have the path conditions ϕ 11 and ϕ 22 . Both trees must be separately compiled.
Summary. The crucial insight is that syntactic ASTs are inefficient in symbolic compilation because their joins grow during merges, impacting the size of the symbolic value, and their matches produce multiple alternatives, impacting the time efficiency of symbolic compilation.
This observation guides us to the central concept behind the Bonsai tree: we maintain a single tree data structure and embed into it all possible trees, using symbolic tree selectors to decide which tree is embedded. As we discuss in the next section, we can enable such embedding if we represent syntactic constraints with non-local symbolic predicates rather than with the tree shape.
BONSAI TREES
This section develops bonsai trees following the three presentation steps depicted in Figure 5 . First, we convert concrete syntactic ASTs to concrete bonsai trees (Section 3.1). Next, we introduce the symbolic bonsai tree, a data structure that represents a bounded set of concrete bonsai trees (Section 3.2). Finally, we define symbolic compilation by giving the semantics of Bcl, a calculus for programs that operate on symbolic bonsai trees. The evaluation of a program in this semantics compiles the program into an SMT formula (Section 3.3). To illustrate the interaction of concepts introduced in this section, we provide a small end-to-end example (Section 3.4). While we do not formalize symbolic ASTsÐideally, we would present a counterpart of Section 3.3 for ASTsÐexamples contrast bonsai trees with ASTs throughout this section. Bonsai trees build on ideas introduced by Pipal [Roberson and Boyapati 2010] and Rosette [Torlak and Bodik 2014] ; we describe the evolution of ideas in Section 7. An empirical evaluation of bonsai trees is presented in Section 6.3.
The Bonsai Form of Concrete ASTs
A bonsai tree b = (N , E, Σ, label) is a binary tree with an alphabet Σ = {•} ∪ L and a node-labeling function label : N → Σ. The internal nodes of bonsai trees are always labeled with the symbol • while leaf nodes are labeled with a symbol from L. A grammar is in bonsai form if it defines bonsai trees.
Recall the lambda calculus grammar e ::= v | λv.e | e e introduced Section 2. One possible bonsai form for this grammar is e ::= v | •(λ, •(v, e)) | •(e, e) with the alphabet Σ = {•, λ, v}. Figure 6 shows three bonsai trees generated by this grammar along with the corresponding ASTs.
Note that this bonsai grammar lacks a dedicated symbol for function application. (Our ASTs use the symbol app for this purpose). The bonsai grammar is nonetheless a suitable program representation because it is unambiguous, i.e., each bonsai tree node could have been generated only by one grammar rule. We can thus reconstruct the underlying AST of a bonsai tree even though all its internal nodes have the same label. 
The Symbolic Bonsai Tree
Analogously to the symbolic AST introduced in Section 2, a symbolic bonsai tree B is a map from the values of tree selectors C to a bounded set B of concrete bonsai trees. To preview our development, the key idea is to represent the label function as a symbolic expression over the tree selectors C. Tree selectors thus determine node labels which in turn determine which tree is represented.
We proceed in three steps. First, we embed the concrete bonsai trees b i ∈ B into the embedding tree t e such that the roots of b i and t e are aligned, as illustrated in Figure 7 (left). The embedding tree t e is a binary tree of sufficient depth to accommodate all trees in B. In this paper we assume that t e is a perfect binary tree but this is in general not necessary.
The node labels in t e determine which bonsai tree b i ∈ B is embedded in t e . The only point worth noting is that labels of nodes below the embedded tree are undefined, as is the case for nodes n 3 and n 4 when t e embeds •(λ, •(y, x)) which represents λy.x, as illustrated in Figure 7 (right). The second step is to control the label function with tree selectors. A tree selector c j ∈ C is a symbolic constant ranging over the alphabet Σ = {•} ∪ L. A fresh symbolic bonsai tree is an embedding tree whose node labels are each directly determined by a tree selector, i.e., label(n i ) = c j . A fresh symbolic bonsai tree of depth 2 is shown in Figure 8 (left).
c 6 c 7 Fig. 8 . Left: A fresh symbolic bonsai tree of depth 2. If the tree is used with the bonsai grammar from Figure 6 , then the symbolic constants c i range over the alphabet {•, λ, v}. Right: The symbolic value for the fresh symbolic bonsai tree on the left. The symbolic value was created by evaluating the term tree 2 defined in Figure 11 . The nested-ite structure mirrors that of the embedding tree on the left.
A fresh symbolic bonsai tree includes all trees from B as well as syntactically invalid concrete trees. The reason is that a fresh tree includes all Σ-labeled binary trees that can be embedded in t e . For example, no concrete bonsai tree from the lambda calculus grammar can have label(n 5 ) = λ, yet a fresh symbolic tree includes such concrete trees.
In the third step, we filter out grammatically invalid trees by imposing non-local syntactic assertions of the form shown in Figure 7 (right). A complete example of syntactic constraints is in the right table of Figure 14 . The general procedure for generating syntactic constraints traverses the embedding tree, adding constraints for all grammar rules that are legal at a particular node. Details are given in Section 4. The resulting symbolic tree C equals A under the condition π , and B otherwise. The merge is a node-wise join of symbolic labels. While a merge could double the size of the symbolic label function, the embedding tree remains constant.
. Pattern matching on a symbolic bonsai tree A. The match is illustrated with the bonsai variant of the code fragment łabs n b for cl b n ež from the lambda calculus interpreter in Section 2. The construct test patt on tree for result in turn (i) constructs the symbolic condition π under which the symbolic tree matches the pattern (left); (ii) binds the pattern variables n and b to nodes A.n 6 and A.n 7 (middle); and (iii) substitutes these variables into result, producing the symbolic tree B (right).
We are now ready to define merging and pattern matching, which symbolic bonsai trees perform efficiently. The merge of two symbolic trees is a node-wise symbolic join of their respective labels shown in Figure 9 .
While the symbolic labels of C include the labels of both A and B, potentially doubling in size after a merge, the embedding tree of C does not grow. In comparison, the merge of symbolic ASTs grows both symbolic guards and the underlying tree (see Figure 4 (left)).
Note that growing symbolic labels tends to be less harmful than growing the tree. First, symbolic compilation represents formulas as DAG-shaped symbolic values, allowing sharing of common subformulas. Second, we never have to peek into the symbolic labels during symbolic compilation. As a result, they have very small memory footprint despite their large size.
Thanks to the size invariance of the embedding tree, we guarantee that pattern matching is a constant-time operation. The reason is that all matched concrete subtrees are represented by the (single) symbolic label function. In contrast, pattern in symbolic ASTs can match multiple trees, forcing the symbolic compiler to perform more work (see Figure 4 (right)). Figure 10 illustrates pattern matching. The pattern •(abs, •(n, b)) is applied against node n 1 of tree A. The success of the match is a symbolic predicate π that checks whether labels in nodes n 1 , n 2 , and n 5 match the pattern. The substitution of pattern variables into the resulting tree B is implemented as substitution of labels. For example, the pattern variable n is substituted into node B.n 4 , which receives the label of node A.n 6 to which n was bound during pattern matching.
The Bcl Language
We formalize symbolic bonsai trees through Bcl, a core language for manipulating symbolic bonsai trees. Bcl is minimal but suffices for defining symbolic bonsai trees as well as their match and merge operations. Most notably, Bcl lacks procedures, which makes it unable to express a recursivedescent interpreter. This limitation will not impact the presentation because adding procedures is orthogonal to compiling symbolic bonsai trees.
To compile a Bcl program into a symbolic bonsai tree, we evaluate it with rules in Figure 11 . The evaluation produces symbolic values, which represent symbolic bonsai trees in the Bcl semantics.
New inner node with subtrees
Variable bound by a match
Inner node
If-then-else In the Bcl grammar also shown in Figure 11 , programs are constructed from terms and patterns, and symbolic values are constructed from values and formulas. The structure of the symbolic value mirrors the embedding tree as illustrated in Figure 8 . Each internal node n i of the embedding tree is represented in the symbolic value with an ite(d i ,l i ,p i ) constructor where l i = label(n i ) is the symbolic label of n i ; d = (l i •) is a symbolic predicate that holds when n i is a leaf of the embedded tree; and p i = [v, w] is a pair constructor that points to the descendant symbolic values v and w. Leaves of the embedding tree, such as the node n 3 , can only embed leaves of concrete bonsai trees and are thus represented directly with a symbolic label, omitting the ite node.
Note that Bcl programs are bound to symbolic inputs using the term tree d which produces a fresh symbolic bonsai tree of depth d. Symbolic compilation of a program term t amounts to reducing the triple ⟨t,T ,T ⟩ to a triple ⟨v, π , ϕ⟩, where v is the resulting symbolic value, π is the path condition under which the final triple is reached, and ϕ is the condition under which the program terminates, called the assertion store. (A program can only fail in a pattern match.) Formulas π and ϕ are symbolic over the tree selectors created in tree d. The formula π ∧ ϕ is satisfiable iff there is a concrete bonsai tree b i ∈ B on which t terminates.
In the reduction rules in Figure 11 , t, e, f range over terms; p, q range over patterns; x, y range over pattern variables; v, w range over symbolic values; c ranges over the constants from L; c i are symbolic constants from the set C ranging over Σ = {•} ∪ L; and π , ϕ,ψ are boolean formulas with equality defined on
The rules SC-Tree and SC-Leaf evaluate the term tree i d to a symbolic value for a fresh symbolic tree of depth d. The subscript in tree i identifies the syntactic position of the term in the original program. The subscript governs the selection of tree selector symbolic variables, ensuring that tree i d evaluates to an equivalent symbolic value (i.e., a value with the same tree selectors) even when the term is duplicated during reduction. SC-Tree relies on functions l and r to generate unique subscripts for tree selectors in subtrees.
SC-Inner-Node evaluates tree literalsÐinner tree nodes that are created outside the term tree i d. The remaining rules define pattern matching and merging. The two SC-Match-* rules turn a match term into a sequence of tests, one for each case. SC-Match-Empty compiles to a failure that is triggered when none of the cases has matched.
The real workhorse are the SC-Test-* rules which reduce expressions that compare patterns against trees. For example, SC-Test-Ite compares an arbitrary pattern against an ite-rooted symbolic value, and SC-Test-Inner-Node compares an inner-node pattern against an inner-node term or a symbolic value.
The merge function performs the node-wise merge of two symbolic trees, each represented as a symbolic value. The merge happens under the path condition π and is illustrated in Figure 9 . Note that the merge operation is defined in its most general form: a merge of two ite values. Definitions for merging non-ite values can be derived by setting ϕ and/or ψ to T or F and simplifying the resulting expressions.
The Bcl language explains why bonsai pattern matching is efficient. The crucial invariant maintained in symbolic bonsai trees is that each symbolic join (represented in Bcl with an ite), has the property that if its condition is true, the result is a leaf, else it is an inner node. This invariant can be verified by examining rules SC-Tree and SC-Merge, the only sources of ites.
A useful result of this invariant is that a pattern-matching engine need not branch when matching against an ite: depending on whether the pattern is a leaf or an inner node, it is clear which path of the ite must be taken. In contrast, recall that symbolic syntax trees require a match operation for each member of their symbolic joins. 
Example
We illustrate symbolic compilation of tree manipulating programs with the example in Figures 12ś 15. The specific problem is to invert the execution of the Bcl program f in Figure 13 , solving for an input tree that makes f produce a particular output tree. The example first bonsai-fies ASTs, then gives the concrete semantics of f , followed by making bonsai trees symbolic, and finally giving the symbolic semantics of f . Figure 5 illustrates how these steps build on each other. Figure 12 describes trees that f transforms. ASTs have three kinds of terms: id(x), swap(x,y), and the leaf term a. The figure shows the AST grammar as well as a bonsai form of the grammar. Two pairs of trees illustrate how ASTs are represented with bonsai trees. Note that the symbol swap from the AST alphabet Σ is not explicitly represented in bonsai trees. Figure 13 shows the Bcl program f in two forms: for ASTs (f a ) and for bonsai trees (f b ). We also illustrate f 's concrete semantics on two concrete input trees. Admittedly, program f is rather contrived. Ideally, we would illustrate symbolic compilation on a program that is an interpreter for the source language in Figure 12 . The recursion in an interpreter program would, however, complicate the example. Therefore, the non-recursive program f performs only one local transformation of the input tree. Figure 14 shows five symbolic bonsai trees. We will use tree B 5 as input to f when f is symbolically compiled. Trees B 1 to B 4 are stepping stones in our explanation. Trees B 1 and B 2 are degenerate symbolic trees because they each represent a single concrete bonsai tree, b 1 and b 2 , respectively, which are shown in Figure 12 . Due to this restriction, all labels of B 1 and B 2 are (non-symbolic) constants, and thus the trees are not strictly symbolic. Note that labels of nodes that are below the embedded tree are allowed to be undefined (e.g., label(n 7 ) for B 1 ). Tree B 3 represents the set {b 1 , b 2 } of concrete trees. The tree selector is a symbolic constant c. The symbolic expression c selects b 1 while ¬ c selects b 2 . Except for nodes n 2 and n 5 , tree B 3 has constant labels. Tree B 4 is a fresh symbolic tree of depth 2. Its labels are unconstrained symbolic constants, which means that B 4 represents the set F 2 of bonsai trees of depth 2 or less, including those that do not adhere to the grammar G ′ in Figure 12 . Tree B 5 is like B 4 except that it excludes syntactically incorrect trees. It does so through syntactic constraints s(n i ) in the assertion store. As a result, B 5 represents exactly the trees in L 2 (G ′ ), the trees described by grammar G ′ that are of depth 2 or less. The constraints s(n i ) shown in the figure have been produced manually; our implementation described in Section 4 produces them automatically. Figure 15 symbolically compiles f b . The input symbolic tree B in with symbolic labels C = {v 1 , . . . , v 7 } is first pattern-matched, producing three matches shown in columns 2ś4. The three columns also show the effect of substituting the bound pattern variables a, x, and y into the righthand-side of the for statements. Finally, the results of these substitutions are merged to produce the resulting symbolic bonsai tree B out . The tree B out gives the symbolic semantics of f b with respect to the input tree B in : for any concrete assignment to C, the concretizations of B in and B out give an input-output pair of concrete bonsai trees that agree with the semantics of f b in Figure 13 .
With B out in hand, we are ready to solve for the concrete input tree that makes f output a particular output tree, say swap(a,a). Translated to bonsai form, we are looking for b in such that f b (b in ) = •(a, a). (Our goal is to invert the second example from Figure 13 .) We want to solve for C = {v 1 , . . . , v 7 }: an assignment to C that satisfies B out = •(a, a) will concretize B in to b in . To obtain constraints over v i 's, we translate the equation B out = •(a, a) to the per-node constraint label( B out .n 1 ) = • ∧ label( B out .n 2 ) = a ∧ label( B out .n 5 ) = a, which is further expanded per Figure 15 . •(a, a) ), or id (swap(a,a) ) in AST form.
IMPLEMENTATION
This section illustrates how to implement Bonsai trees in a specific language, Racket [Flatt and PLT 2010] , using a specific symbolic evaluator, Rosette [Torlak 2016 ]. Of course, guided by the rules in Figure 11 , these ideas can be implemented in other symbolic evaluation platforms as well [Sen et al. 2013 [Sen et al. , 2015 , although perhaps with more effort. After implementing bonsai trees, we demonstrate how to use them to check the arithmetic language in Figure 16 .
Example language specification. We start by illustrating how a language is specified in our implementation of bonsai trees. Figure 16 shows an executable specification of the simply typed 
tree that matched the pattern:
the result tree after substituting the matched tree:
The values … refer to the symbolic labels of the symbolic input tree , that is, = label . . arithmetic language [Pierce 2002] . We modified the typechecker to introduce unsoundness by removing the rules that check whether the alternative branches of an if term have the same type. We automatically synthesize a soundness counterexample by symbolically compiling the syntax checks, the typechecker and the evaluator; we then query a solver for a program that succeeds in the typechecker, fails in the evaluator, and satisfies the syntactic rules (see Figure 2) .
Constructing a symbolic tree. Recall rule SC-Tree from Figure 11 . A fresh symbolic constant on each node dictates whether it is an internal node or a leaf, and, if it is a leaf, which symbol it represents. In practice, we use two symbolic constants: one Boolean that decides whether or not it is a leaf, and a second to decide which leaf (if it is indeed a leaf).
We can construct such a node by symbolically evaluating the call to binary-tree! shown in Figure 17 (left). The symbolic evaluator recursively unrolls the call until the depth limit reaches zero; at this point, we follow SC-Leaf by creating a single symbolic constant to represent which symbol is represented by the leaf. fresh-symbolic! is a macro that symbolically selects from a set S. Internally, it is implemented by creating symbolic integer constants and maintaining a map from integers to members of S. Inner nodes are represented by cons pairs so we can take advantage of existing Racket primitives for manipulating S-expressions.
The result of symbolically evaluating binary-tree! is a data structure that embeds the symbolic constants s i , pictured in Figure 17 (right). Note that this tree contains no syntactic information: concrete assignments of values to each s i may create syntactically invalid ASTs.
Pattern matching. The Bonsai pattern-matching macro, tree-match, is implemented by following the rules SC-Test-{ Const-Pass, Const-Fail, Sym, Pattern-Variable, Inner-Node, Trans }, as expected. Since the pattern matcher is written within a symbolically evaluated language, SC-TestIte follows automatically from the symbolic evaluator's behavior on operations on ites. ; evaluator (define (execute t) (tree-match t 'zero (lambda () 0)
'(zero? _) (lambda (x) (= 0 (execute x)))))
; type rules (define (check t) (tree-match t 'zero (lambda () 'nat)
'(succ _) (lambda (x) (assert (eq? (check x) 'nat)) 'nat)
'(if _ _ _) (lambda (c t f) (assert (eq? (check c) 'bool)) (define t+ (check t)) (define f+ (check f)) ;; (assert (eq? t+ f+)) ;; omitted! t+)
'(zero? _) (lambda (x) (assert (eq? (check x) 'nat)) 'bool))) Fig. 16 . An executable specification of the arithmetic language [Pierce 2002] that we would like to check for soundness. tree-match is a pattern-matching macro, which checks an input AST against the given patterns, and, upon finding a match, executes the accompanying lambda with the contents of the blanks as arguments.
(define (binary-tree! depth) (if (> depth 0) ; SC-Tree (if (eq? 'leaf (fresh-symbolic! '(leaf inner))) (fresh-symbolic! all-leaves) (cons (binary-tree! (-depth 1)) (binary-tree! (-depth 1)))) ; SC-Leaf (fresh-symbolic! all-leaves))) (define all-leaves '(zero succ zero? if)) ; for arithmetic language (ite (= s1 leaf) s2 (cons (ite (= s2 leaf) s4 ...) (ite (= s3 leaf) s5 ...)))
Fig. 17. A procedure that generates a fresh symbolic Bonsai tree (left) and its output (right).
illustrates the behavior of the pattern matcher using the example of syntactic constraints (see below). Note that per SC-Match-Nonempty, the pattern matcher is sensitive to the order in which patterns are presented. If a tree matches the patterns p 1 and p 2 , the earlier one (p 1 ) is given priority. The path condition for the p 2 match will stipulate that the p 1 match fails. This resolves ambiguities when the patterns are not mutually exclusive.
Syntactic constraints. To assert that the Bonsai tree embeds only syntactically correct trees, we can take advantage of pattern matching. We invoke (assert (is-program? tree)), which traverses the tree and generates constraints required by the grammar defined in Figure 16 . This call expands into the procedures in Figure 18 . More generally, we provide the macro syntax-matches?, which converts a grammar in BNF to a syntax checker in the style of is-program?.
Merge. Recall from Section 2 that symbolic evaluators already perform merges on conditional branches. Rosette, in particular, also performs some simplification: when merging two cons pairs, it first individually merges the heads and tails, and then creates a fresh cons pair of the two merges. This results in half of the merge operation''for free"; we must take care to arrange for Rosette to merge pairs separately from leaves since the simplification does not apply to merging a leaf with an inner node. This, however, is always the case as long as the ites being merged satisfy the invariant described in Section 3. Thus, by carefully regulating the creation of ite values in binary-tree!, we force Rosette to always perform a Bonsai merge on trees.
The Bonsai Checker
Equipped with the bonsai tree, we now return to our goal of symbolically reasoning about the language in Figure 16 . We begin by searching for counterexamples to soundness. The bonsai tree lets us efficiently execute the algorithm shown earlier in Figure 2 . First, it creates a symbolic representation of the set of all ASTs up to some maximum size m. Next, it computes symbolic representations of trees that (a) are syntactically valid, (b) pass the typechecker, and (c) fail in the interpreter. Finally, it asks the solver to find a tree in the intersection of these sets. If it exists, this program is a counterexample.
Recall that the typechecker in Figure 16 has a soundness bug, i.e., failing to verify that the two clauses of 'if' expressions have the same type. Bonsai catches this error by executing the algorithm described above:
(define program (binary-tree! 10)) (assert-pass (syntax-matches? arithmetic-syntax program)) (assert-pass (check program)) (assert-fail (execute program)) (define solution-model (solve)) (echo (evaluate program solution-model))
The first line creates the formula characterizing the set A of all abstract syntax trees of depth 10 or less that adhere to the grammar. The second line creates the formula S, which describes the subset of programs in A that are syntactically valid. The third line evaluates the formula on the typechecker to create the formula T , which describes the set of programs that pass the typechecker. The fourth line does the same for the interpreter, negating the formula generated to produce I ′ . The fifth line queries the solver for a model that satisfies the formula S ∧ T ∧ I ′ , and line six simply interprets the model to yield a concrete program that is then echoed to the user. Bonsai returns the following counterexample in less than 2 seconds.
'(succ (if (zero? (succ zero)) zero (zero? zero)))
Indeed, this program passes the typechecker but causes the interpreter to crash by attempting to increment a boolean value. If we reintroduce the omitted check in our typechecker, our system fails to find a counterexample, showing that this check fixes the bug.
A Variation on the Query
A small variation on the preceding counterexample-finding algorithm lets us compute a łdiffž of two typecheckers by querying for programs that are accepted by one but rejected by the other. Suppose a student submits the unsound arithmetic typechecker described above to a teacher. The teacher can compare it to a correct reference implementation and give the student feedback in the form of a program accepted by the former but rejected by the latter.
To synthesize such a program, we initialize T , the set of all programs that pass the student's implementation, and U , the set of all programs that pass the teacher's implementation. Then, we query the SAT solver for any member of the set S ∧ T ∧ U ′ .
(define program (binary-tree! 10)) (assert-pass (syntax-matches? arithmetic-syntax program)) (assert-pass (student-check program)) (assert-fail (teacher-check program)) (define solution-model (solve)) (echo (evaluate program solution-model)) ; ==> '(if (iszero? zero) zero (iszero? zero))
Note that this program is not a counterexample to soundness because it does not fail at runtime. However, it behaves differently on the two typecheckers and thus represents a member of their łdiff. "
CASE STUDIES
We now demonstrate how designers can use Bonsai to explore three more advanced type systems: an object-oriented, an ownership-based, and a dependent type system. Besides looking for soundness issues, we also run queries that help us better understand the type system's restrictions. Some of the simpler examples are available online; in such cases, footnotes contain links to repositories.
Featherweight Java
Featherweight Java [Igarashi et al. 1999 ] is a calculus that models essential features of the Java programming language. It has classes with methods and inheritance via subclasses.
We test Bonsai's ability to identify the classical bug in function subtyping, which is to insist that function arguments are covariant, i.e., to assume that s <: t implies (s → u) <: (t → u). The correct approach is to require contravariance in function arguments, i.e., if s <: t then (s → u) :> (t → u).
This bug, of historical interest, appeared in early versions of the Eiffel programming language, and its discovery surprised the Eiffel community [Cook 1989 ].
After we introduced the bug into our Featherweight Java implementation, Bonsai reported the following counterexample in a few seconds. This counterexample has been manually formatted to Java syntax: In the stack trace, we can see that the failure is caused by new C().bar(new A()). This call occurs because the method C.bar is allowed in place of A.bar. This usage is unsound but it is allowed by the covariant argument types of the methods. This explains why the covariant argument rule is problematic: whenever C <: A, the rule guarantees that we can safely use a C wherever we use an A. This intended guarantee is violated because A.bar accepts inputs that C.bar does not. Note that this issue does not apply to true Java because shadowing an inherited method with a different argument type overloads that method name, creating a distinct method.
The symbolic evaluation of Featherweight Java is much more demanding than that of the arithmetic language. To typecheck and evaluate Featherweight Java, we must make lookups into a class table in order to traverse the subclass hierarchy; when the class table is symbolic, a lookup could potentially be any of the table's entries.. Representing the class table as a bonsai tree lets us efficiently merge all possible lookup results into small, compact formulas that the interpreter can easily manipulate.
Ownership Java
Our next language augments Featherweight Java with an object-oriented ownership type system, Ownership Java [Boyapati 2004; Boyapati et al. 2003 ]. Ownership Java's safety guarantee is that well-typed objects must access only objects that they own. The type system statically enforces this encapsulation guarantee by trackingthe binary ownership relation on objects, which is declared in annotations on each class, method, and field.
A canonical example of Ownership Java is a stack implementation. The stack object is allowed to access its inner linked list but not the objects stored in the linked list; those can be accessed only by the stack's client. The stack class is thus defined with two owner parameters. The first parameter is special because it is the owner of the stack object at runtime. The second owner parameter denotes the client who owns the data in the list; the stack class implementation uses this parameter to annotate its methods and the encapsulated linked list. For example, the return value from the pop method is annotated with the second owner parameter, letting the client access objects retrieved from the stack.
To prove soundness of Ownership Java, Boyapati et al. [2003] introduce an łownership tree, " a transitive view of the ownership relation: o 2 is a direct descendant of o 1 if o 1 owns o 2 . The ownership tree is rooted at the special owner world. Using the ownership tree, the encapsulation theorem is stated: object x can access object o only if (1) x = o, (2) x is a descendant of o in the ownership tree, or (3) x is an inner class object of o. Tools like Pipal (Section 7) can check this invariant.
With the Bonsai Checker, however, we need not formulate any such invariant. Instead, we need only one straightforward dynamic check to detect unsoundness. The check asserts that the owner stored in the accessed object (object) is owned by the receiver of the accessor method (this): This check is easy to implement because it is a direct statement of the desired guarantee.
We believe that a counterexample that violates this assertion provides a more intuitive understanding of the issue than a counterexample that violates the encapsulation theorem because a trace shows the origins of the unsafe state. We reproduce one such counterexample below, found by Bonsai in about 90 seconds when we disabled the static owner check of method calls: This program fails at runtime because Foo<O1, O2> should not be allowed to access methods of a Main<O2, O2> on line 7. It should only be allowed to access an instance of Main that it owns, which could be a Main<this, O1> or a Main<this, world>.
Why have additional constraints on owners? Next, we illustrate Bonsai's ability to compare type systems by formulating queries involving multiple typecheckers and interpreters.
When instantiating a new object with owner parameters o 0...n , the Ownership Java type system insists that the object's owner o 0 be a descendant of all other owner parameters o 1...n in the ownership tree. It is not immediately obvious why this condition is imposed Ð it is dictated by features interacting with subtyping [Boyapati et al. 2002] .
A language designer could thus ask the questions, łWhat are the consequences of this extra check? Specifically, does adding the check reject any correct programs that were accepted prior to adoption of this rule?" We answer this question with Bonsai. First, we create a version of Ownership Java (OJ) called Reduced Ownership Java (ROJ), which prohibits subtyping and removes the additional constraint on owners. As expected, Bonsai fails to find a soundness counterexample in the ROJ language. Now we are ready to query for the program of interest. This program must (1) fail the OJ typechecker, (2) pass the ROJ typechecker, and (3) succeed at runtime. This program is rejected by OJ, does not use subtyping, and is correct, per the three conditions in the query. Bonsai produces the following counterexample in just over a minute. This program fails the Ownership Java typechecker because world is not a descendant of O2 in the ownership tree. However, this program is otherwise correct: it passes our ROJ typechecker and does not fail at runtime. While the counterexample itself is not particularly profound, it provides evidence that a less restrictive type rule could be designed.
The comparison between OJ and ROJ is made possible by the novel way in which Bonsai lets users compose sets of constraints when querying the solver. Crucially, by comparing two versions of a typechecker, we can better understand how the difference in type rules affects which programs are rejected.
Simplifying counterexamples with minimization. OJ programs can easily grow extremely large because of unused classes and methods. To obtain an easily understandable counterexample, we present our SMT solver with the additional goa of minimizing the size of the generated program. Thus, the preceding counterexamples are minimal: no smaller program satisfies the constraints we imposed.
Dependent Object Types (DOT)
Dependent Object Types, or DOT [Amin et al. 2014] , is both a formalization of the essence of Scala [Odersky and al. 2004] and the basis for dotty [Odersky 2015] , an experimental Scala compiler. This makes DOT a good candidate for a real-world type system that underlies a common, modern, and practical programming language.
DOT features path-dependent types. For example, the signature feed(pet : Animal, food: pet.FoodType) : Boolean describes a function whose second argument has a type pet.FoodType that depends on the first argument pet, hence the name path-dependent types. DOT also provides record types, such as { name : String }, and intersection types, such as type Nat = Int ∧ Positive.
In this section, we examine the Scala soundness issue SI-9633 [Amin and Tate 2016a,b] . This issue was discovered by reasoning about extending DOT with some features of full Scala, namely, the addition of the null object. Here, we demonstrate how to add null to DOT and use the Bonsai Checker to find a counterexample to the issue. 1 With the Bonsai Checker library, we need just over 400 lines of code to implement DOT. The implementation closely follows the specification by . For example, three of the subtyping rules are defined below:
Their corresponding implementations in Bonsai are almost direct translations:
(define/rec (dot-subtype? sub sup) (tree-match`(,sub . ,sup) '(_ . Any) (lambda (T) #t) The NanoDOT language. Figure 19 shows the syntax of the version of DOT we use to investigate issue SI-9633. There are two deviations. First, for convenience, we add a global variable φ of type ⊤ to the environment; its value will populate records in counterexamples. This addition makes counterexamples more readable: since DOT itself does not provide any primitive types, in pure DOT, Bonsai would have to use type-tags as leaf values in counterexamples. Second, we omit recursive types because DOT's definition of such types uses call-by-name semantics, which is incompatible with our call-by-value implementation.
We now discuss two counterexamples found using Bonsai. The first explains a restriction imposed by DOT, while the second is a variant on the counterexample in SI-9633.
Disjoint domains in intersection types. DOT restricts intersection types and aggregate definitions to field-disjoint terms. That is, AndDef-I reads :
where d i are definitions and dom(d) is the set of fields bound in d.
Readers lacking expertise in type systems might not immediately see the rationale for this restriction until they simply remove AndDef-I from our NanoDOT implementation and observe the results. Bonsai constructs the following useful counterexample:
When given this program, the interpreter crashes because b.a is undefined. Since b is bound to an intersection where both sides have a value for the field a, the value b.a could be either φ or { val a = φ }. If the left side is chosen, we get a runtime error. If the right side is chosen, we get φ. Since our implementation gives precedence to the left member of an intersection, our interpreter throws a runtime error, making this program a counterexample. In summary, this example shows that for the interpreter to make a greedy choice among intersected values, these values must have no conflicting fields, which explains AndDef-I.
Collapsing the subtype hierarchy using bad bounds (SI-9633). A common soundness issue with dependent types relates to bad bounds, which allows the creation of uninhabitable types. For instance, the type { type S >: ⊤ <: ⊥ }, which means that ⊤ <: S <: ⊥, should clearly be uninhabitable. Otherwise, we could collapse the subtype hierarchy and prove all types equivalent, much like the way a single contradiction allows proving anything in an inconsistent logical system .
DOT does not check the bounds of dependent types but ensures that values have types with correct bounds. So, one can create the badly bounded type { type S >: ⊤ <: ⊥ }, but values are syntactically constrained to have coinciding lower and upper bounds using the construct { type S = ⊤ }, which expands to { type S >: ⊤ <: ⊤ }. As a result, while types with bad bounds can be created in DOT, it is impossible to instantiate values with badly bounded dependent types. This restriction makes it easy to check the bounds of a value upon its instantiation.
In Scala, however, it is possible to create a value without going through a constructor, which makes bounds checking difficult. Odersky [2016] describes three situations where this is possible: using lazy for delayed instantiation, using null for uninstantiated values, and using type projection. In these cases, the compiler cannot check for bad bounds of dependent types. In Scala, it is possible to instantiate values with badly bounded dependent types. This is the basis for SI-9633.
Scala's soundness bugs, including SI-9633, are traditionally demonstrated with an example that casts an arbitrary value to the type Nothing. The fact that Nothing is a subtype of all other types lets us cast a value to any other value, for example, via the sequence Number → Nothing → String. In practice, such an operation leads to the runtime ClassCastException in the JVM.
To explore bugs related to bad bounds, we extend NanoDOT to NanoScala with a null value of type ⊥. We also add a term to allow casting. The term cast t to T is typechecked in the usual manner, namely, by ensuring that t : S ∧ S <:T . At runtime, the cast performs the same check to detect counterexample programs. This is sufficient to model the relevant Scala issues in NanoScala.
We can now query Bonsai for a NanoScala equivalent of the SI-9633 counterexample. This program was found in around 4 minutes:
Why does this program typecheck? The inner cast typechecks because null is of type ⊥, which is a subtype of all types including the type { type S >: ⊤ <: ⊥ }, regardless of its bad bounds. The outer cast to ⊥ typechecks because the type a.b is bounded above by ⊥; this is allowed because badly bounded types can be created in DOT.
Why does the program fail at runtime? At runtime, the issue occurs when null is cast to { type S >: ⊤ <: ⊥ }. This type is uninhabited; yet, modeling Scala, NanoScala nevertheless casts null to it. The execution continues with a value with badly bounded dependent types. As a consequence, we can now invoke the lambda expression synthesized by Bonsai. This lambda should not be called since its argument is of an uninhabited type. However, if called, it returns φ : ⊤, which is cast to ⊥. This raises an exception.
In summary, NanoScala lets us cast a non-null value to ⊥, which is at the heart of the SI-9633 counterexample. This is because the NanoScala null and cast terms violate NanoDOT's property that all dependent types be backed with an instantiated value.
Two important considerations affect our implementation of DOT. First, to prevent Bonsai from synthesizing counterexamples related to null dereferencing, we must tell it to disregard bugs involving the selection operator. Second, our current implementation of NanoDOT does not maintain type information at runtime. Thus, we raise an exception only on casts of non-null values to ⊥, which can be detected without any runtime type information. This is sufficient to catch the runtime errors of interest to us; the Scala example Number → String would fail when Number is cast to Nothing, which we model as DOT ⊥.
Finally, we can translate the NanoScala counterexample to Scala. We must manually make two minor changes. First, unlike DOT, Scala does check type annotations that have bad bounds. A simple layer of indirection suffices to avoid this check: we create our badly bounded type { type S >: ⊤ <: ⊥ } as an intersection of two well-bounded types, P and Q: trait P {type B <: Nothing} trait Q {type B >: Any} Note that Scala's intersection types are not commutative due to shadowing, so we must take care to use either P with Q or Q with P depending on the context. The second change is purely syntactic. Scala's lambdas do not allow path-dependent return type annotations in the same style as methods, so we translate the lambda to a named method. Discussion. We demonstrate the use of Bonsai to study DOT, a language with a complex type system. We introduce two subtle bugs in DOT by modifying the language and show that in each case Bonsai produces small, readable counterexamples after only a couple of minutes. The latter counterexample reproduces soundness counterexample SI-9633 for the Scala compiler.
In this section, we evaluate the efficiency of Bonsai. We consider the speed of symbolic evaluation and solving as well as the sizes of counterexamples and program spaces that are explored. We find that Bonsai reliably finds bugs in a few seconds to a few minutes. When left to run for longer periods, Bonsai explores spaces containing programs much larger than the minimal counterexample, providing a margin of assurance.
Comparing Bonsai with Fuzzers
Here, we compare Bonsai to two fuzzers mentioned in Section 7: the syntactic fuzzer built into Redex [Klein et al. 2012c] , and the type fuzzer based on judgement trees [Fetscher et al. 2015] .
The benchmark. We implemented in Bonsai the łstlc+lists" language 2 from the Redex benchmark [Robert Bruce Findler and Felleisen 2017] and introduced each of the nine bugs to our implementation (all one-line changes). We compared the performance of Bonsai to that of the syntactic fuzzer and type fuzzer from the Redex benchmark with respect to both the time taken to find a counterexample, and the average size of counterexamples found. All tests were run on the same machine.
Results. Our results are plotted in Figure 21 (left), and the times and sizes, correlated by bug, are listed in Table 1 . We make two important observations below.
We first examined Bonsai's consistency. While fuzzers were slightly faster than Bonsai on some benchmarks, they were several orders of magnitude slower on others, taking anywhere from a few minutes to over an hour. Bonsai, on the other hand, took between 1 and 5 seconds on every benchmark. Consider, for example, bugs 4 and 5, which were the hardest for fuzzers to find despite their being labeled łshallow" errors in the benchmark suite: these bugs require a specific set of interactions in the counterexample program, and thus the probability of randomly generating such a program is extremely low, making the bugs orders of magnitude more difficult for fuzzers to reveal. Bug 5 changed the interpreter to return the head of a list when tail was applied, while bug 4 assigned the return type of cons to int rather than to Listof int as expected. Bonsai found these bugs as fast as it found the others.
Second, we compared the sizes of counterexamples produced by the two tools. The type fuzzer, though efficient, generated extremely large,complex programs as counterexamples. This likely contributed to its effectiveness since larger programs are more likely to uncover soundness bugs [Yang et al. 2011] . However, such programs are extremely difficult for users to reason about since they may have (for example) dozens of layers of nested lambdas. In contrast, Bonsai consistently produced small counterexamples. In almost all cases, Bonsai's counterexamples were identical to those suggested by the Redex benchmark authors, with one being even smaller.
Inspired by the latter observation, we evaluated Bonsai's efficiency in constructing minimal counterexamples by querying the solver for a solution that minimizes counterexample size. Table 2 shows our results. We found that most counterexamples Bonsai produced were already minimal, even without using the minimization query. However, for the three bugs that could be further minimized, the minimization query took only 10%-30% longer than the standard query.
As a final demonstration of Bonsai's efficiency compared to fuzzers, we considered a historic bug involving let-polymorphism with mutable references, in e.g., ML [Tofte 1990b; Wright and Felleisen 1994] . The Redex benchmark includes this łclassic let+referencesž bug as let-poly-2. However, the syntactic fuzzer was run on it for several days with no results. The type fuzzer could not model Table 1 . Bonsai performance vs that for syntax and type fuzzers described in the text. Fuzzer statistics are provided as ratios against Bonsai statistics. ł+" indicates a lower bound due to a one-hour timeout. Size is measured in nodes (n) as per the Redex benchmark: łthe number of pairs of parentheses and atoms in the s-expression representation of the termž [Robert Bruce Findler and Felleisen 2017] . The left side of Figure 21 represents this data on a scatter plot. Note that the type fuzzer cannot model let-poly-2 due to polymorphism and CPS-transformed judgment rules [Fetscher et al. 2015] .
Bug
Bonsai ( let-poly due polymorphism, which requires the generator to make parallel choices that must match up, and CPS-transformed type judgements, which impede its termination heuristics [Fetscher et al. 2015] . Bonsai, on the other hand, found this bug in just over twenty minutes, 3 with a counterexample almost identical to that presented in the literature [Tofte 1990b ].
Comparing Bonsai with Pipal
We compared the scalability of Bonsai to that of Pipal as described by Roberson et al. [2008] . This comparison was only an approximation because Bonsai and Pipal encode different search spaces (symbolic programs and symbolic intermediate states, respectively). Thus, for example, Bonsai must model all heap objects, while Pipal must limit exploration to four heap objects and n integer literals. Furthermore, the Pipal experiments were performed using different symbolic execution frameworks and solvers. Nevertheless, Pipal results for comparable trials are listed in Table 3 . These measurements illustrate that Bonsai and Pipal generally scaled to around the same order of magnitude. Thus, we found that even though Bonsai performed symbolic execution on both the typechecker and interpreter, it still had comparable performance to Pipal, which performed symbolic execution only on the typechecker. That is, compared to Pipal, Bonsai did not sacrifice efficiency for its versatility and ease-of-use.
Bonsai Encoding
Here, we compared the classical łsyntax tree" described in Section 3 (with subtree sharing) tot the Bonsai tree. We evaluated the time required to check a type system as a function of program space size and separate the times required for symbolic compiltion and solving. We found that the Bonsai tree scaled significantly better than the classical syntax tree, allowing us to explore much larger search spaces in the same amount of time. The benchmark. We implemented a simple recursive-descent interpreter for the lambda calculus, bounded at 4 recursive calls. We then added a 'typechecker' that checks for free variables. We searched for counterexamples using both encodings with the same typechecker and interpreter. Thus, the only variable between the trials was the symbolic tree encoding used and its size.
In this setup, there are no possible counterexamples. This is intentional: a satisfiable formula requires the solver to reach any valid model, whereas an unsatisfiable formula requires the solver to visit all models and prove that none are satisfiable. Thus, an unsatisfiable formula represents a more taxing stress test for the solver. In practice, we find that satisfiable queries almost always take less than half the time that unsatisfiable queries (usually, they are much faster).
Since tree 'size' has different meanings for the AST and bonsai encodings, we normalize by the number of syntactically valid ASTs represented by a symbolic tree of a given depth.
Results. Figure 21 (right) shows that Bonsai encoding lets us scale to a much larger number of ASTs than classical encoding in the same amount of time. For example, if we impose a time limit of approximately 20 seconds, then classical encoding explored less than 10 25 ASTs while Bonsai encoding explored more than 10 50 ASTs. Similarly, to explore 10 25 trees, Bonsai was roughly a thousand times faster than classical encoding. In our experience, classical encoding did not scale sufficiently to identify most of the counterexamples discussed in this paper.
Note that Bonsai encoding consistently spent less time in the solver than classical encoding even though Bonsai pushed the complexity of the formal grammar to the solver. This suggests that although Bonsai often creates larger symbolic trees than classical encoding to represent the same AST, it has a performance advantage in both symbolic execution and the solver.
In practice, we rarely search ASTs beyond depth 10; smaller trees are always sufficient to synthesize counterexamples identified by experts (see Table 3 ). Nevertheless, we provide data for much larger trees in this graph to show that the encoding is scalable to much larger spaces if needed.
Summary of Case Studies
The benchmark. We implemented several different languages with Bonsaiand searched for counterexamples by planting bugs in the typecheckers. We collected data for the smallest parameters needed to catch these bugs, as well as for scaled-up trials. The latter were run with the same queries, but parameters were modified in order to search larger spaces.
Results. Table 3 lists data collected for several languages implemented with Bonsai. Each counterexample, including those found by experts, was synthesized by Bonsai within a few minutes. This suggests that Bonsai is suitable for interactive use while developing a type system. Additionally, we found that Bonsai scaled to much larger search spaces, which translates into searching for larger and more complex counterexample. Indeed, the new 'scaled-up' counterexamples were often several times as large as the minimal counterexamples. Thus, while bounded model checking is not a substitute for a formal proof, these results suggest that Bonsai can be used to search through large spaces of programs efficiently to provide confidence that the type system is most likely sound, or, alternatively, reveal a large counterexample that may not be found by a human.
Finally, Bonsai performed well on a wide variety of languages, letting users easily experiment with features such as closures, environments, classes/objects, ownership types, dependent types, records, and polymorphism.
RELATED WORK
Most existing tools for type system designers focus on checking for soundness bugs. This section discusses various techniques for detecting such bugs. (Section 6 describes empirical evaluations of Bonsai against these tools.) Additionally, we discuss additional related work in theorem-proving and symbolic execution.
Fuzzing
A type system fuzzer generates random programs and tests them on the typechecker and interpreter until it finds one that (1) passes the typechecker, and (2) fails in the interpreter. If such a program is found, it witnesses a soundness bug.
Fuzzing presents serious scalability challenges. Recall Figure 1 , which shows a high-level overview of the fuzzing process. At each step, the parser, typechecker, or interpreter rejects the vast majority of its inputs, making the probability of a random program witnessing a soundness error very small. Modern fuzzers address this problem by carefully generating random programs that are more likely to be counterexamples. For example, syntactic fuzzers, such as the one used by PLT Redex [Klein et al. 2012c] , generate random syntactically valid programs, bypassing the parser. Syntactic fuzzers have been shown to find a wide variety of bugs in real languages [Klein et al. 2012b ]. However, they are still not sufficiently scalable enough to catch many simple bugs [Fetscher et al. 2015] .
A type fuzzer generates random, well-typed programs, bypassing both the parser and the typechecker. Type fuzzing can be done in many ways: for example, by using constraint logic programming to express the typechecker declaratively (which has been used to fuzz Rust [Dewey et al. 2015]) or by generating random type judgement trees and using them to derive a program (which has been used to fuzz GHC [Fetscher et al. 2015] ). Fuzzing is an effective technique for two reasons. First, a fuzzer can easily check actual implementations of languages. This eliminates the need to formalize the language and helps users catch implementation-dependent bugs that a formalization would miss. Second, a fuzzer produces a concrete counterexample program, making it easy to diagnose and fix the soundness issue. This claim is supported by a recent study that used NanoMaLy [Seidel et al. 2016 ] to produce counterexamples that crashed ill-typed ML programs. Students who were given NanoMaLy's counterexamples in an exam setting were 10% to 30% more likely to correctly explain and fix the type error than students given only a printout of the compiler error.
However, fuzzers have a critical weakness: by their nature, random fuzzers are non-exhaustive. If after 24 hours no soundness error has been discovered, we cannot assume that the typechecker is sound. Indeed, neither syntactic fuzzers nor type fuzzers can discover certain simple bugs in the PLT Redex benchmark [Klein et al. 2012b ] after many hours [Fetscher et al. 2015] because those bugs are witnessed by only a small set of programs that are extremely unlikely to be generated randomly.
Handling Non-exhaustiveness with Pipal
One specialized kind of type fuzzer does make bounded exhaustiveness guarantees. Pipal [Roberson and Boyapati 2010; Roberson et al. 2008 ] requires a typechecker to be encoded as a set of constraints imposed on a finite set of intermediate program states. At each iteration, Pipal queries a constraint solver for a well-typed state and performs a single step of evaluation to determine whether progress or preservation were violated. To search the space of intermediate states efficiently, Pipal monitors how the intermediate state was manipulated during the single step of evaluation. If the program is not a counterexample, Pipal uses this information to add more pruning constraints. The search space has been exhaustively checked when the solver returns UNSAT.
Pipal's symbolic representation of ASTs provided the original inspiration for bonsai trees. Pipal trees encode syntax information with symbolic formulas, reducing the size of the tree and thus the number of symbolic constants.
While Pipal is efficient, it requires typecheckers to be manually rewritten as a set of declarative constraints, together with carefully formulated invariants on intermediate program states. Not only is this tedious for the user, but it also prevents directly checking executable versions of typecheckers, losing one of the primary benefits of fuzzing. In contrast, Bonsai uses symbolic execution to automatically convert an executable interpreter into constraints. Importantly, Bonsai's counterexamples are programs, which tend to be easier to understand than the intermediate states reported by Pipal. Finally, unlike Pipal's iterative algorithm, Bonsai makes only one query to the solver. This property allows us to ask the solver questions beyond checking soundness.
Theorem Proving
If a fuzzer or a bounded model checker fails to find a witness to a soundness bug, we cannot claim to have a proof of soundness: there is always the possibility that a program larger than the bound might expose a bug. In practice, the small-scope hypothesis [Andoni et al. 2003 ] conjectures that all soundness bugs will be revealed by small witness programs;thus, for a sufficiently large search bound, the failure to find a counterexample is usually compelling evidence (but not proof) that the type system is correct.
Unlike fuzzing or bounded model checking, however, a mathematical proof of soundness provides complete assurance that a type system is sound. Such proofs can be developed manually or by using proof assistants such as [The Coq development team 2004] and [Nipkow et al. 2002] . For instance, Drossopoulou and Eisenbach [1997] prove soundness of a subset of Java manually, while Nipkow and von Oheimb [1998] do so using Isabelle/HOL [Nipkow et al. 2002] .
Unfortunately, theorem proving requires a formalized model of the language, such as Featherweight Java [Igarashi et al. 1999] for Java and DOT [Amin et al. 2014] for Scala. Most modern languages are too complex to be fully formalized, and the models that do emerge often take years of development. Furthermore, the actual proofs are often long and tedious, requiring significant manual effort. For example, the mechanized proof of the DOT language [Amin et al. 2014] even though the language can be formalized in a couple of pages . We intend for Bonsai to aid in model design in a manner similar to PLT Redex [Klein et al. 2012b ].
Symbolic Execution and Synthesis
Bounded verification tools [Dennis et al. 2006; Dolby et al. 2007; Galeotti et al. 2010; JPF; Köksal et al. 2012; Kroening; Solar-Lezama et al. 2006; Taghdiri 2007; Torlak et al. 2010 ] encode the concrete semantics of a language and translate the program (or just one execution path) into a logical formula. The formula represents constraints whose solution answers queries about symbolic inputs to the program. Symbolic execution has become competitive in advanced analysis tasks, such as analysis of high-order contracts [Nguyen et al. 2015] .
The generation of a counterexample program is related to program synthesis because we can think of the type system as the specification: the desired program passes the typechecker and fails in the interpreter. There are three main kinds of synthesizers: (1) rewriting [Fischer and Schumann 2003; Frigo and Johnson 2005; Püschel et al. 2005] , (2) deductive [Mateev et al. 2000; McDonald and Anton 2001; Srivastava et al. 2010] , and (3) those based on searching a space of programs with contraint solvers [Angluin and Smith 1983; Gulwani 2011; Solar-Lezama et al. 2006; Srivastava et al. 2010; Vechev et al. 2006] . While the first two categories derive a program from a specification, the last category searches a space of programs, conceptually evaluating each against the specification. This search is analogous to Bonsai's search for the counterexample program.
Reducing the path explosion during symbolic evaluation was addressed in ESC/Java [Flanagan and Saxe 2001a] and Rosette [Torlak and Bodík 2014 ]. Rosette's symbolic unions, which distribute symbolic joins deeply across other operations, provided the second inspiration for bonsai trees. When the bonsai nodes are cons structures, Rosette effectively performs the bonsai merge for free.
Bonsai trees are a so-called symbolic data structure [Bodík et al. 2017] , espite producing an unusual encoding when symbolically evaluated, they offer programmers the usual AST interface, facilitating specification of compact (big step) interpreters.
CONCLUSION
Bonsai a type system designer's assistant, uses symbolic evaluation to convert typecheckers and interpreters into constraints. By combining these constraints, Bonsai can query a constraint solver for programs with specific properties. Such queries are useful for locating soundness errors (including intricate bugs that took experts many years to discover), comparing type systems, finding unnecessary restrictions, and even synthesizing simple typechecks automatically.
Bonsai uses a novel data structure to encode sets of abstract syntax trees. This lets it scale to extremely large search spaces while remaining sufficiently fast for designers to use interactively when developing a type system.
